Abstract-In this letter, an iterative receiver with soft-decision feedback is derived by using the expectation-maximization algorithm for maximum a posteriori estimate of fast Rayleigh flat fading channels. Simulation results indicate that in a fast fading environment, the derived receiver can perform better than an iterative receiver with hard-decision feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is an effective method for maximizing likelihood parameter estimation in the context of "missing data" [1] , [2] . Consequently, it has found wide applications in communications such as synchronization [3] , multiuser detection [4] , and equalization [5] - [7] . Particularly for the problem of data detection, two typical approaches [5] , [8] using EM have been proposed. One approach [8] aims at maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) on unknown time-varying flat fading channels, and takes the unknown fading process as missing/auxiliary data. The other [5] aims at maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of a deterministic intersymbol interference (ISI) channel, and takes the unknown transmitted data as missing/auxiliary data. The similarity is that they both iterate between channel estimation and data detection. The difference is that in [8] , the previous ML data sequence estimate is used to reestimate the fading process, while in [5] , "soft decisions" of data/code symbols, which are computed via a posteriori probabilities (APPs), are used to reestimate the time-invariant channel.
In this letter, we extend the idea in [5] and propose an iterative receiver for estimating time-varying flat fading channels. Because the flat fading channel is correlated over time, it has a priori probability density, which we will use for EM-based maximum a posteriori (MAP) channel estimation rather than for ML estimation. The derived receiver uses soft decisions (defined as the expected value of data/code symbols) and fixed-interval smoothing by a Kalman filter to reestimate the fading process. For comparison purposes, we refer to the method in [8] as Info EM and to our method as Channel EM. Info EM tries to maximize the likelihood function of the information sequence rather than the a posteriori density function of the fading process. So Info EM has a better optimization criterion than Channel EM. However, since global convergence is not guaranteed, better op- Recently, there has been considerable research activity on iterative detection on unknown fading channels by using soft-decision feedback [9] - [13] (and references therein), partially inspired by the successful application of APPs/soft decisions in decoding concatenated convolutional codes [14] . This letter relates the idea of iterative soft-decision feedback to an optimality criterion, namely the MAP criterion, in a specific context, and hopefully also provides some confidence in the general area of iterative detection using soft-decision feedback. We also note that a similar receiver using EM for MAP channel estimation has been developed in [15] . Since no explicit Gaussian-Markov channel model is assumed in [15] , reestimation of the fading process is more complicated. As a result, a Wiener filter of very high dimension usually needs to be approximated, due to complexity considerations. On the other hand, the Channel EM in this letter accomplishes exact reestimation of the fading process via the efficient recursive Kalman filter. Finally, in this letter, channel estimation is formulated as an estimation of a continuous hidden Markov process. The counterpart of this problem, where the fading process is modeled as a discrete Markov process, is investigated in [16] .
The organization of the letter is as follows. In Section II, the channel model is established. The EM algorithm for MAP channel estimation is derived in Section III. In Section IV, simulations are carried out to compare Info EM and Channel EM. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V. We will use the following notational convention in the letter: means the expected value of ; means the real part of ; means the Hermitian transpose of ; bold letters denote vectors and matrices.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A temporally correlated Rayleigh flat fading process usually can be modeled as the output of a narrowband shaping filter driven by temporally white complex Gaussian noise. In our case, we assume that the shaping filter is an autoregressive (AR) filter of order one. With Rayleigh flat fading channels (e.g., multiple receive antennas), the equation describing such a model is where is a by matrix whose diagonal entries are the coefficients of the AR-1 shaping filters.
is the spatial signature at time , whose elements are the corresponding complex 0090-6778/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE fading coefficients of channels.
is the -dimension complex white Gaussian vector exciting shaping filters, whose correlation matrix is . Though we use a simplified AR-1 filter for easy representation, the EM method we propose below is directly applicable to shaping filters of higher order.
For linearly modulated signals, the received signal vector at the output of Rayleigh flat fading channels can be expressed as where is the -dimensional signal vector received at time and is the number of symbols in the packet.
is the th transmitted symbol, which can be either a known pilot symbol inserted for the purpose of channel estimation or an information-bearing data/code symbol unknown to the receiver. -ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) is assumed in this letter, with constellation points lying on the unit circle.
is a vector representing spatially white complex Gaussian noise with spatial covariance matrix .
III. MAP ESTIMATE OF THE CHANNEL USING EM
The channel parameters of interest are the vectors up to . For notational simplicity, we abbreviate the collection of vectors up to by . This notational convention also applies to quantities such as and . The observations are the measurement vectors . The presence of the unknown information symbols is the source of complication preventing the use of standard Kalman filtering. However, they form a good candidate for the "missing data," With the identification of the parameters of interest, observations, and missing data, the EM approach can be adapted to derive a MAP estimate of the channel parameters . That is, when is not known, we can maximize the density function by iteratively maximizing the cost function , where is the most recent estimate of , and the expectation is over the distribution of missing data conditioned on ( , ). Due to the fact that the EM approach is now standard, and due to space limitations, the details of the derivation of the receiver are omitted. Interested readers are referred to [17] for details. The derived iterative receiver using Channel EM involves the expectation and maximization steps, which are as follows.
1) E step: Compute the conditional expected value of , or say soft decision , which can be expressed as (1) where is the EM iteration index and is the estimate of from the th iteration. More details on this computation are provided later in this section.
2) M step:
Compute from Kalman fixed-interval smoother [18] applied to the following state and measurement equations:
The relevant equations for fixed-interval smoothing are listed at the end of this section. Initialization: We initialize , with some decent estimate of fading process . A more specific initialization method is discussed in Section IV. Termination: During the th iteration, we go through two steps, namely, the E step and the M step. If convergence of is achieved or the preset number of iterations has been run, the procedure is stopped. Otherwise, the iteration is continued by going back to the E step. Remarks: In (3), the soft decision, which accounts for probabilities of different hypothesis about the decision, is used to demodulate the received signal. On the other hand, in Info EM, the most likely information sequence is reencoded to demodulate the received signal [8] . In other words, hard-decisioned data/code symbols without any reliability information are used to remove the modulation. In a fast fading environment where the Kalman filter has to average over only a few symbols in reestimating the channel state at a given time, Channel EM using soft decision can be advantageous, because an unreliable decision has small magnitude, and therefore, relatively low impact on the channel estimate. On the other hand, the effect of a wrong hard decision is difficult to average out, because only a limited number of symbols are used in reestimating the channel state. However, in a slow fading environment, Kalman filter can average over many symbols and thus average out the effect of a few wrong hard decisions. So the use of soft decision is not very compelling in a slow fading environment. EM step details: Below we discuss how to obtain the soft decision needed in the E step. If is a known pilot symbol, then . In the uncoded binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) case, the conditional expected value of an unknown symbol can be computed as follows: (4) (5) In the case of binary convolutionally coded data, the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [19] can be used to generate the soft decision of code symbols , by assuming that the true fading process is . The computation of discussed here can be easily extended to MPSK with a higher order alphabet size. In fact, since no specific data structure is assumed in the derivation, in principle Channel EM applies to any coded data. For example, we can combine Channel EM with concatenated convolutional code, which has great potential for future wireless data networks because of its large coding gain. However, because of the huge memory introduced by the scrambler, currently the only known practical way to obtain approximate APPs of code symbols is the ad hoc iterative decoder [14] , [20] . So the E step in Channel EM can only be approximated rather than exactly calculated.
At last, from the equation above, we can see that the noise variance is needed in computing the soft decision. When the noise variance is not known exactly, the EM algorithm can employ the Gauss-Seidel method in the M step to include the estimation of noise variance [17] . For the M step, the fixed-interval smoother is used, which is well documented in the literature [18] . For easy reference and completeness, the equations relevant to the Kalman fixedinterval smoothing involving forward/backward recursions are listed below, where the EM iteration index is omitted for brevity. The forward recursion has the following two update equations: (6) (7) where is the forward prediction of and is initialized with . is the covariance matrix of the prediction error, and is initialized with . The backward recursion is (8) where is the fixed-interval smoothed estimate of generated by the th EM iteration, i.e., . can be obtained from , where can be obtained from the forward recursion.
IV. SIMULATION
In all simulations below, an initial channel estimate, , is obtained using a fixed-interval smoothed estimate of the fading processing based only on the pilot symbols. This Kalman filter has a forward and a backward recursion to obtain fixed-interval smoothed estimates of the fading process. In particular, in the forward recursion when a received sample modulated by a known pilot symbol is encountered, this Kalman filter works as the common Kalman filter; when a received sample with unknown modulation is met, the Kalman filter artificially sets noise variance to be plus infinity, and thus neglects this sample in forming the channel estimate. The forward update equations of this Kalman filter are as follows, where the EM iteration index is omitted for brevity:
If is a known pilot symbol
otherwise (11) (12) The backward recursion is the same as the common backward recursion in fixed-interval smoothing [c.f. (8)]. Obviously, this Kalman filter gives the optimal linear estimation of the fading process, based only on samples modulated by known pilot symbols. Therefore, this initialization is the same as a Wiener interpolator [21] whose window spans the whole data packet. However, the computation is much faster than a separate Wiener filter for each sample. In all simulations, five iterations are carried out between the Kalman smoother and the demodulator/decoder, which turns out to achieve convergence in terms of bit-error rate (BER) in all cases. For clarity, we only plot the BER performance curve of the initial channel estimate and that of the last iteration. All simulations use BPSK modulation. Case 1: This is a simulation for uncoded data. Four antennas with identical independent fading are used to provide diversity, i.e., , where is the symbol energy. The normalized Doppler frequency is 1/30 and the shaping filter is an AR filter of order 1. The information packet size is 510. Known pilot symbols are inserted every 15 information symbols. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that at BER of , Channel EM (the curve with "o") has a gain of about 0.9 dB over Info EM (the curve with "+").
The channel estimate formed by the iterative receiver (with either hard-or soft-decision feedback) can not be better than the channel estimate from a separate pilot channel of equal power and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), whose symbols are completely known to the receiver. So, the BER performance of a receiver aided by such a separate pilot channel can be used to lower bound the performance of the iterative receiver. For comparison, we also simulate the performance of such a pilot-channel-aided receiver, which is the curve with "x". In this receiver, first the channel estimate is formed by Kalman smoothing in the pilot channel alone. Then data in the traffic channel is detected based solely on the channel estimate obtained from the separate pilot channel. It can be seen that when is less than 8 dB, which corresponds to BER more than , the performance of Channel EM and that of the pilot receiver are very close. The performance of the receiver aided by a pilot channel can be an- alyzed [22] and the analysis result is shown by the curve with " ," which overlaps with the simulation result.
Case 2: This is a simulation for convolutionally coded data (Fig. 2) . One antenna is used. The normalized Doppler frequency is 1/40 and the shaping filter is an AR filter of order 1. The code is a rate-1/2 nonrecursive convolutional code with generator polynomials and is terminated in the zero state. The information packet size is 30 000 and the channel interleaver size is 600 by 100. Known pilot symbols are inserted every 20 code symbols. It can be seen that at BER , Channel EM (the curve with "o") has a gain of about 0.7 dB over Info EM (the curve with "+").
As with uncoded data, we also compare the performance with that of a pilot-channel-aided receiver. In this particular case, the performance of the Channel EM is close to that of the pilot-channel-aided receiver (the curve with "x") when BER is greater than . In the presence of channel estimation error, the performance of the pilot-channel-aided receiver can be upper bounded by following the approaches in [22] and [23] . The curve with " " shows such an upper union bound truncated to six terms, which overlaps with the simulation result when BER is less than . Case 3: In this last example, we show the combination of Channel EM with serially concatenated convolutional code. In this simulation, the code employed is the same as that in [20] . The outer code is a rate-1/2 nonsystematic convolutional code with generator , and the inner code is a rate-1 differential encoder. The outer code is terminated in the zero state, while the inner code is left unterminated. Such a code is shown to outperform the convolutional code because of a large interleaver gain [20] . In the simulation, each packet has 30 000 information bits and the size of the channel interleaver is 600 by 100. The scrambler between the outer encoder and the inner encoder is generated randomly at the beginning of the simulation. One antenna is used, with the normalized fading rate being 1/40 and the order of the shaping filter being one. Known pilot symbols are inserted every 20 code symbols. At the receiver, the number of iterations of the soft-input-soft-output (SISO) decoder is 10 for each iteration between the decoder and the Kalman filter. In Fig. 3 , the curve with "o" is obtained via the Channel EM. For comparison, we also simulate a conceptual counterpart of Info EM, where the decoded information sequence is reencoded for reestimating the channel. The curve with "+" shows the performance of reencoding, where the the number of iterations of the SISO decoder is also 10 for each iteration between the decoder and the Kalman filter. At BER of , the soft-decision feedback approach of the Channel EM can be seen to be about 1 dB better than the reencoding approach. The result seems to parallel that in [10] and [13] . However, the soft-decision feedback approach in this letter is derived more systematically.
V. CONCLUSION
An iterative receiver with soft-decision feedback is derived by using the EM algorithm for MAP estimation of fast flat fading channels. Simulations indicate that in a fast fading environment, the proposed receiver can outperform an iterative receiver with hard-decision feedback. Finally, we note that the approach is quite general, since no particular trellis structure of the data is assumed in the derivation. So the Channel EM algorithm developed can be easily extended to other scenarios, such as decoding space-time codes and multiuser detection on timevarying Rayleigh fading channels.
